The MS in Finance Program is a CFA University Affiliate, as conferred by the Chartered Financial Analyst Institute. As such, the program covers the CFA Program curriculum and conforms to the CFA Institute Code of Ethics while preparing students for the CFA exam.
CLASS PROFILES
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FINANCE

MSF CLASS OF 2018
- 67% Male Students
- 33% Female Students
- 67% International Students

AVERAGE GMAT SCORE: 636
AVERAGE UNDERGRADUATE GPA: 3.6
AVERAGE FULL-TIME WORK EXPERIENCE: 1.5 YEARS

UNDERGRADUATE MAJORS
- 38% Finance
- 25% Economics
- 21% Engineering
- 4% Math/Statistics
- 12% Other

MSF CLASS OF 2019
- 63% Male Students
- 38% Female Students
- 67% International Students

AVERAGE GMAT SCORE: 620
AVERAGE UNDERGRADUATE GPA: 3.5
AVERAGE FULL-TIME WORK EXPERIENCE: 1.6 YEARS

UNDERGRADUATE MAJORS
- 34% Economics
- 29% Finance
- 13% Accounting
- 8% Business / Management
- 8% Science & Engineering
- 4% Math
- 4% Other